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Introduction
An interesting and stimulating development in biblical studies is a method called
Wirkungsgeschichte1 – a German compound term difficult to pronounce, difficult to spell
and  nearly  impossible  to  translate.   This  term was  originally  coined  by Hans-Georg
Gadamer in his philosophical work Wahrheit und Methode (Truth and Method) published
in 1960.2  This new discipline which has won gradual recognition aims at reading a text
while being conscious of the different ways in which it has been interpreted in the course
of time.  It is a technique of analyzing the history of a text’s influences and effects.  It
examines the way the Bible had been interpreted in different historical eras under the
influence  of  the  concerns  readers  have  brought  to  the  text.   In  the  English  world,
Wirkungsgeschichte  has  been rendered  by at  least  three  names:  “Reception  History”,
“history of influence” or “history of effects.”  All these names attempt to describe the
sum total of varied interpretations and appropriations of a text which have been made
through history.  The Pontifical Biblical Commission’s document  The Interpretation of
the Bible in the Church (1993) translates Wirkungsgeschichte into English as “history of
the influence of the text” and considers it as one of the approaches based on tradition,
alongside Canonical approach and recourse to Jewish traditions of interpretation.3 
This approach to the text which we call Wirkungsgeschichte, although not entirely
unknown in antiquity, was developed in literary studies between 1960 and 1970 at a time
when literary criticism became interested in the relation between a text and its readers.
As the 1993 PBC document confirms:
The mutual presence to each other of text and readers creates its own
dynamic, for the text exercises an influence and provokes reactions.
It makes a resonant claim that is heard by readers … The reader is in
any case never an isolated subject.   He or she belongs to a social
context and lives within a tradition.  Readers come to the text with
their  own  questions,  exercise  certain  selectivity,  propose  an
interpretation and, in the end, are able to create a further work or else
take initiatives inspired directly from their reading of scripture.4
Wirkungsgeschichte reminds us that a text has history – a history that begins after it has
left the hands of its author.  Hence, biblical studies should not only be focused on the
hypothetical reconstruction of events that led up to the writing, for instance, of the New
Testament,  but likewise pay attention to the varied ways on how the texts have been
handled in history.  It is widely recognized that the person responsible for pushing this
way of reading biblical texts is the Swiss scholar Ulrich Luz as exemplified in his three-
volume commentary on the Gospel of Matthew.  Writing this commentary, Luz realizes
that he consistently found greater inspiration in the attempt to understand Matthew by
going to Luther,  Calvin and the like,  than he did when he delved into the morass of
historical-critical works of scholarship of the last century or so.  For Luz, the study of a
text’s reception history can also shed light on the origins of a document.5  This approach
(of Wirkungsgeschichte) has likewise been the focus and intention of the new Blackwell
series of bible commentaries.  In its Preface the Series Editors declare their aim: “readers
should be given a representative sampling of material from different ages, with emphasis
on  interpretations  which  have  been  especially  influential  or  historically  significant.”6
Certainly,  the  growing number  of  commentaries  recently  published on the  history of
interpretation  of  various  books  of  the  Bible  reflects  the  increasing  interest  in
wirkungsgeschichtliche studies in the field of biblical hermeneutics.
It is in this light that I wish to employ this method called Wirkungsgeschichte to a
controversial text such as Romans 13:1-7 as a case study.
1.  The passage itself
In  this  self-contained  literary  unit,  the  Apostle  Paul  shows  that  the  Roman
Christians have an inescapable political responsibility towards the imperial Rome, as he
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exhorts  them to be subject to the imperial  authorities  affirming that  civil  authority is
divinely instituted (vv. 1-2), and claiming that rulers reward good and punish evil (vv. 3-
4).  Part and parcel of what it truly means to be subject is to pay taxes (vv. 6-7).
This exhortation to the Roman Christians to be subject to the political “powers
that  be”  is  unique  in  several  ways:  (a)  It  is  the  clearest  passage  in  the  whole  New
Testament dealing with the relationship of the Christian to the civil authority; (b) It is the
only one of the kind in his genuine letters in respect to form and subject matter; and (c)
Specifically, Romans is the only extant letter of Paul where the issue of taxes is raised.
This text can be considered the most significant text from the emerging church dealing
with the Roman empire.  Being so, the passage has received the careful attention and
analysis  of  exegetes  and  commentators  throughout  the  history  of  Christianity.   Its
exegesis and hermeneutical implications are among the most discussed in the history of
NT interpretation.   No biblical  text  has received more  attention in public  debate and
church-state conflict than Rom 13:1-7.  Take a brief glance at how some NT scholars
have described Rom 13:1-7, a veritable crux interpretum:
“[Rom  13:1-7  is]  perhaps  the  strangest  and  most  controversial
passage in the entire letter” (Brendan Byrne7);
“Rom 13.1-7 is arguably the most historically influential paragraph
Paul ever wrote.” (Robert Morgan8);
“Chapter 13:1-7 … became perhaps the most influential part of the
New Testament on the level of world history.  This happened in spite
of the fact that the interpretation of the passage has never been found
easy  and  is  nowadays  more  disputed  than  ever  before.”  (Ernst
Bammel9);
“These  verses  have  caused  more  unhappiness  and  misery  in  the
Christian  East  and  West  than  any other  seven  verses  in  the  New
Testament by the license they have given to tyrants …as a result of
the presence of Rom 13 in the canon.” (J.C. O’Neill10);
[Rom 13:1-7 has] “caused perhaps the greatest perplexity on the part
of exegetes of Romans.” (A. J. Guerra11).
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“Ich hoffe ja immer noch im Innersten meines Herzens, daß Paulus
Röm 13,1-7 nicht geschrieben hat…” (E. Schweizer12).
Throughout the centuries, the text of Rom 13:1-7 has provided “a foundation for
the discussion of church-state relations and of Christian obedience even to non-Christian
rulers, and it has placed a limit on the Christian conception of the right of resistance.”13
Ecclesiastics  and  political  leaders  have  used  this  passage  to  justify  various  political
orders, be they benevolent or oppressive in practice.  In the Middle Ages, for instance,
vv. 3-4 of Rom 13 were often combined with Luke 22: 38-39 (“Lord, look, here are two
swords.”) to justify the medieval church’s exercising political power.  Against John of
Salisbury (Policratus  8) and St. Thomas Aquinas (Summa Theologica  II, 2, 42, art. 2),
the Council of Constance (1415) decided that Rom 13:1-7 forbade tyrannicide.14  During
the time of the Reformation, Martin Luther used this text in his Lectures on Romans in
1515 as a springboard for a systematic functional division between church and state as he
criticized  the  temporal  affairs  of  the  contemporary  Roman  Catholic  Church.15  This
passage has likewise served as a justification for unquestioned obedience to the Third
Reich in Germany and the subjection of Christians to the atheistic communist regimes in
Eastern Europe during the Cold War.16  These are just a few examples of the use and
misuse of Rom 13:1-7 in history where Paul’s voice has sometimes been pressed to serve
the ungodly and inhumane forces.
2.  The Wirkungsgeschichte of Rom 13:1-7
For a biblical text that has a remarkably wide realm of influence, which includes
areas  of  religion,  law,  political  philosophy,  public  administration,  education,  among
others, a knowledge and appreciation of its  Wirkungsgeschichte  is crucial – for only a
retrospective  glance  into  the  past  will  provide  us  the  necessary  background  for  the
understanding  of  the  origins  and  development  of  the  varied  trends  or  tendencies  of
interpretation of this text.
Yet not wanting to be thoroughly exhaustive in our present treatment, this paper
limits its focus on the history of the influence of the effects of Rom 13:1-7 on writers
during the Patristic Period.
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A.  The New Testament Period
Only occasionally did NT writers reflect upon Christian responsibility towards
secular powers.  Living in an empire ruled by one man and struggling for their survival as
a church, NT writers were ambivalent about political matters.  Depending on the Sitz-im-
Leben of the document and the particular problem to which the author wishes to respond
to, the NT demonstrates a wide range of attitudes and responses towards civil authority.
One of such responses is Paul’s exhortation in Rom 13:1-7 – a passage claimed to be the
most important NT document from the early period next to Mark 12:17 (“Give to the
emperor the things that are the emperor’s, and to God the things that are God’s”).  The
other later NT passages which give guidance on the proper attitude of Christians towards
the secular authorities (e.g.,  1 Tim 2:1-2; Tit  3:1; 1 Pet 2:13-17) were considered by
scholars as the earliest commentaries of Rom 13:1-7.17   In spite of the different attitudes
towards civil authority that we find in the NT – from subordination (e.g. Rom 13:1-7),
critical distancing (e.g., Mark 12:13-17), to resistance (Revelation 13) – “on the whole,
Christian interpreters have tended to find the norm in the response of subordination to the
state.”18  This does not,  however,  claim that submission to civil  rulers is not without
limits since it ceases when the line between honor and worship is transgressed (cf. Acts
5:29).
B.  Apostolic Fathers
While  none of  the so-called  Apostolic  Fathers  explicitly  cited  Rom 13:1-7,  yet
allusions of the Pauline exhortation can probably be detected in their writings.  Scholars,
for instance, have noticed certain similarities between 1 Clement (96 C.E.) and Rom 13.19
In writing to the Corinthians after successive periods of persecution during the reign of
Domitian,  Clement  of  Rome  included  a  beautiful  and  famous  prayer  which  forms  a
concluding part of his letter on behalf of secular rulers:
You, Master, have given them the power of sovereignty through your
majestic and inexpressible might, so that we, acknowledging the glory
and  honor  which  you  have  given  them,  may  be  subject  to  them,
resisting your will in nothing.  Grant them, Lord, health, harmony,
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and stability,  that they may blamelessly administer the government
which you have given them.20
This part of the prayer has been termed ‘a grand testimony’ to the profound conviction of
early  Christianity  that  the  authority  of  the  civil  rulers  is  from God  (cf.  Rom 13:1).
Clement does not go beyond the Apostle Paul’s conception of the sanctity of government.
The late bible scholar Raymond Brown is convinced that the author of  1 Clement  was
familiar with the Pauline exhortation.21  Hence, the statement in 1 Clement is viewed as
the earliest allusion to Rom 13:1-7.
Polycarp of Smyrna reveals another example of second century Christian attitude
with respect to civil authority.  In his Epistle to the Philippians (ca. 135 C.E.), Polycarp
urges his readers to pray for emperors, authorities and rulers, including their persecutors
(12:3).22  In the work Martyrdom of Polycarp (ca. 156-160 C.E.) there is a dialog between
Polycarp  and  the  political  rulers  where  he  said,  “You,  I  should  deem worthy  of  an
account; for we have been taught to render honor, as is befitting, to rulers and authorities
appointed by God.”23  It is difficult to ascertain whether this statement is an allusion to
Rom 13:1-7. 
In general,  there is  little  that  we know about Rom 13 during the period of the
Apostolic  Fathers,  yet  their  writings  generally  reflect  the  tradition  of  respectful
submission to political power and their divinely established rule.  This is despite of the
fact that Christianity was denounced as a  religio illicita  from about 118  C.E. onwards,
which brought about sporadic, and on occasions, severe persecutions.  They resisted the
state unto death when it required the kuvrio~ kai` sar of them.24  Their only fear was
idolatry,  that  is,  when  the  Roman  authorities  demanded  from  Christians  the
acknowledgment of the divinity of the Emperor.  There is probably another reason for the
apparent absence of Rom 13:1-7 in the period of the Apostolic Fathers.  No Christian
writer before 150 C.E., or even before 180 C.E., ever refers to it or quotes it.25  In fact, in
Marcion’s text of the Epistle of Paul to the Romans, the pericope was apparently omitted
or deleted since his chapter 13 starts immediately with verse 8b.  Bruce Metzger reminds
us that,  “[t]he Apostolic  Fathers  seldom make express citations  from New Testament
writings.”26  Why?  The answer is aptly given by Robert Badenas who states, “During the
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first  150 years  of our era,  the greatest  part  of Christian exegesis was that of the Old
Testament.  Its main concern was to prove that the Hebrew Scriptures have been fulfilled
in Jesus the Messiah.”27 
C.  The Apologists 
Realities gradually changed during the period of the Apologists in the second half
of the second century.   Because the eschatological belief  had largely faded, the early
church had to reckon with the world.  During this period, Christianity was perceived by
many Roman officials as a movement that contributed to political unrest, and hence a
movement to be wary.28  As the apologists began to argue with the Graeco-Roman world
they defended Christianity  against  false  teachings  and representations.   They tried  to
convince the Romans that the Christians were no anarchists and revolutionaries; but were
in  fact  good citizens,  if  not  the  best  citizens  of  the  emperor.   They appealed  to  the
emperors  for  recognition  or,  at  the  least,  toleration.29  Yet,  except  for  Theophilus  of
Antioch,  none  of  the  second-century  apologists  directly  quoted  Rom  13:1-7  as  an
apologetic argument to demonstrate the loyalty of Christians to the Roman empire.  It
must have been difficult for the early Christians to wrestle with the idea that even pagan
and sometimes persecuting rulers derive their authority from God.  
Writing to his friend Autolycus (ca. 181 C.E.), Theophilus of Antioch states:
Accordingly,  I will  pay honour to the emperor not by worshipping
him but by praying for him.  I worship the God who is the real and
true God, since I know that the emperor was made by him.  You will
say to me, ‘Why do you not worship the emperor?’  Because he was
made  not  to  be  worshipped  but  to  be  honoured  with  legitimate
honour.  He is not God but a man appointed by God [cf. Rom 13:1],
not to be worshipped but to judge justly.  For in a certain way he has
been  entrusted  with  a  stewardship [1  Cor  9:17]  from  God.  …
Similarly worship must be given to God alone.30 
That the emperor is no God but a person appointed by God reflects Rom 13:1.  When
synthesizing the Christian teaching on secular rulers, Theophilus laid emphasis on Rom
13:
jEti mh;n kai; peri; tou` uJpotavssesqai ajrcai`~ kai; ejxousivai~ kai;
eu[cesqai  uJpe;r  aujtw`n keleuvei  hJma~ oJ qei`o~ lovgo~,  o{pw~
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h[remon  kai  hJsuvcion  bivon  diavgwmen.  Kai;  didavskei
ajpodidovnai pa`sin ta; pavnta, tw`/ th;n timh;n th;n timh;n, tw`/ to;n
fovbon to;n fovbon,  tw`/  to;n fovron to;n fovron,  mhdevni  mhde;n
ojfelei`n h] movnon to; ajgapa`n pavnta~.31 
tw/`
The words uJpotavssesqai ajrcai`~ kai; ejxousivai~ are probably an
allusion to Rom 13:1-3.  The passage tw`/ th;n timh;n th;n timh;n,
tw`/ to;n fovbon to;n fovbon, tw`/ to;n fovron to;n fovron, mhdevni
mhde;n ojfelei`n h] movnon to; ajgapa`n pavnta~ is almost literally
taken from Rom 13:7-8a.32  This explicit citation of Rom 13:7 (-8a)
by Theophilus seems to be the oldest extant quotation of Rom 13 in
its  political  sense  in  patristic  literature  at  the  end  of  the  second
century.
D. Anti-Heretical Literature
 The second century is also characterized by Christianity defending itself not only
against the enemies from without, but also from enemies from within, namely Gnosticism
and  Montanism.   For  instance,  in  its  fondness  for  dualistic  thought,  Gnostic  heresy
teaches that humanity is enslaved under hostile, cosmic powers.  This world lies under
the bondage of the a[rconte~  (‘rulers’) whose god is Satan.  It is in this context that the
Greek  Church  Father  Irenaeus  extensively  referred  to  Rom  13:1-7  in  his  Adversus
haereses  to  discuss  the  origin  of  government,  of  the  circumstances  which  made  the
government necessary, and the purpose which it is intended to serve.  He was the first
ecclesiastical  writer  to  clearly  quote  Rom 13:1-7  against  the  Gnostic  demonological
interpretation  of  the  text  by  illustrating  that  power  over  the  kingdoms  of  this  world
belongs  to  God,  and  not  Satan.33  In  Adversus  haereses  he  emphatically  denies  the
Gnostics’ claim that the government/state is a creature of Satan, but of God.  Irenaeus
strongly argues  that  “the  powers  that  be”  referred to  by Paul  in  Rom 13 are human
authorities,  not  as  demonic  or  angelic  powers,  or  invisible  rulers,  as  some  Gnostics
claimed.34  Furthermore, Irenaeus argues that a demonological interpretation of Rom 13 is
mistaken since Paul in v. 6 tells his readers to pay taxes: “Propter hoc enim et tributa
praestatis, ministri enim Dei sunt in hoc ipsum deservientes.”35  One does not pay taxes to
angelic powers, but only to human authorities.  Irenaeus was also the first among the
Fathers to express the view that the state is a necessity because of human sin and is a
divinely appointed remedy to it.  Government, according to Irenaeus, became necessary
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because humans departed from God and hated their fellowmen and fell into confusion
and disorder of every kind.  Irenaeus further explains,
Earthly rule, therefore, has been appointed by God for the benefit of
nations… so that under the fear of human rule, men may not eat each
other up like fishes, but that, by means of the establishment of laws,
they may keep down an excess of wickedness among the nations.36
By implication, Irenaeus is saying that had humanity not sinned, there would have been
no government.  A perfect society has no need for civil rulers.  Political authority has
been developed in order to oppose savagery and crime.  Hence, the origin of authority lay
in sin, and not as a natural consequence of human nature as such.
E.  The Church of the Third Century 
The Christians heeded Paul’s advice to  submit  to  the divinely-bestowed secular
powers as long as it did not conflict with the commands of God.  The Roman empire,
however, was not contented with a qualified obedience.  Consequently, persecutions of
Christians  became worse during the third century.37  The pagan rulers persecuted the
Christians because they would not venerate the gods, upon whose good will the empire’s
well-being depended.  These rulers interpreted the refusal of Christians to acknowledge
the divinity of the emperor as political disloyalty.38  In the description of Luise Schottroff,
“… the accused Christians made a declaration of loyalty in the sense of Rom 13:1-7, and
in spite of this they were executed.”39  The writings of Tertullian and Origen, for instance,
mirror the antagonism that Christians experienced in their dealings with the empire and
society during this period.
Tertullian (ca. 160-230 C.E.), a Latin Church Father and a patriotic Roman citizen
who lived in Africa, loved and admired the empire, but detested its religion.  “Of all the
writers of the early period, Tertullian shows the greatest reserve towards the state,” Kurt
Aland  writes.40  He  labored  to  make  a  case  for  pacifism and  fought  for  Christians’
religious freedom.  He wrote at length to debunk the allegation that Christians were a
subversive society: “A Christian is an enemy to no man – certainly not to the Emperor,
for he knows that it is by his God that the Emperor has been appointed.  He is bound
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therefore to love him, to revere him, to honour him….”41  In effect, Tertullian is saying
that  there  is  no incompatibility  between the  Christians  and the  emperor.   In  fact,  he
regards the emperor as human being next to God and without any rival on earth.  In his
other writing, Scorpiace XIV, Tertullian loosely quotes Rom 13:1-4 to emphasize that the
political order must be respected and that temporal power is a minister of God for their
good.42  Since Tertullian was writing against the background of actual persecution, the
virtue of martyrdom becomes a strong force in his interpretation of Rom 13.  He saw in
the Pauline exhortation a providential guarantee and justification of his own patriotism.43
Like Irenaeus, Tertullian “had to find a compromise acceptable both to themselves and to
the emperor – if only to stop the persecutions that were depleting their ranks.”44  Yet, he
never conceded to the divinization of the imperial power.  Finally, history will remember
Tertullian for his famous saying, “The blood of martyrs is the seed of Christians.”45
In his Commentary on Daniel (III. 23), Hippolytus of Rome (who died as a martyr
in 235 C.E.) identifies Rome with the fourth beast, permitted to rampage, yet doomed to
be destroyed by the fifth empire of Christ and his church.  In that same commentary he
mentions Rom 13:1-4 in order to exhort obedience to all governing authorities so long as
they do not  ask  Christians  to  disown their  faith.46  In  the  meantime,  while  they  are
awaiting the downfall of “Babylon”, Christians should continue to “subsidize it [Roman
empire] by their taxes and obey its laws and magistrates unless there was direct conflict
with obedience to God.”47
At a time when the pagan Romans deified the secular order and even identified it
with the religious, how should Christians relate to the secular, temporal order?  Should
they completely withdraw from the secular perceived to be evil, and cling to the religious
exclusively?  These were the pressing concerns of the Christian church at the time of
Origen.   Born in  Alexandria  of  Christian  parents,  Origen (ca.  185–254  C.E.)  is  often
regarded as the greatest and the most learned of the early Greek Fathers.  He devoted
himself  to a systematic  explanation  of the Scriptures.   In his  exegesis  of Matt  22:21
(“Give therefore to the emperor the things that are the emperor’s, and to God the things
that  are  God’s”),  Origen  gives  a  completely  new interpretation:  Caesar  refers  to  the
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Prince of this world, the devil, and before we can come to God, we must divest ourselves
of all that is of this world, handing it over to its possessor, the devil.48  For Origen, this
text never meant at all that we are to obey the secular powers as we obey God.  Thus,
when he comes to Paul’s exhortation in Rom 13:1-7 (of which he is considered as its
earliest commentator49), he is confronted with a real difficulty.  What does he do with the
text?  Origen interprets Rom 13:1 with Matt 22:21 as background so that for him the
Pauline text becomes an authority for the radical distinction between Church and State.50
According to Origen, Paul has rightly employed the term “every  soul” (omnis anima),
instead  of  “every  spirit”  in  Rom 13:1.   Origen  is  here  obviously  influenced  by the
trichotomous anthropological structure, which he partly borrowed from Paul, where the
human person is seen as a hierarchy of body, animating soul, and spirit.51  The audience
that Paul is addressing, in the mind of Origen, is considered somewhere between the
weak flesh and the willing spirit.   The soul signifies that  humans,  by reason of their
imperfection, are still bound to this world, and subsequently subject to the higher powers
of this world.  On the contrary, the “just,” the “perfect,” or the “spiritual ones” (or still
the “pneumatic” persons) are exempt from obedience to these powers, because in them
the “spirit” is already in control.  It means that the closer the humans come to God the
more they live by the “spirit”, the less need there would be for temporal powers.  Origen
states that if we are so
…joined unto the Lord that we are one spirit in Him, we are said to be
subject to the Lord.  But if we are not yet  such, but still share the
common ‘soul,’ that has within itself something of the ‘world,’ then
the precept of the Apostle [Paul] must be followed and we are obliged
to subject ourselves to the powers that be.52
With Matt 22:21 at the backdrop of his interpretation of Rom 13:1, Origen’s distinction
between “soul” and “spirit” becomes the equivalent of the difference between “Caesar”
and  “God”.   Having  lived  his  whole  life  under  a  government  that  was  opposed  to
Christians, Origen interprets Rom 13:2 (“whoever resists authority resists what God has
appointed”) as not applying to pagan potestates who persecute the faith, but only to those
who are  going about  their  proper  business.53  The civil  authority  exists  only for  the
wrongdoer and their power does not extend to the just and the perfect.  Obedience to the
[state’s] commands can be exacted only if they are not in contradiction to the Divine
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Law.   Origen  appeals  to  Acts  5:29  (“We  must  obey  God  rather  than  any  human
authority.”) to justify his restriction of v. 2, “a qualification that grants readers the moral
space to resist some governments.”54  For Origen, Christian subordination to the worldly
powers is merely a matter of expediency, that is, in order to avoid greater calamities.  To
sum up: Origen, who is probably the earliest commentator of Rom 13:1-7, employs an
anthropological argument (yuchv – anima in v. 1) to narrow down the proper audience of
this Pauline exhortation.  He likewise uses a scriptural argument (by appealing to Acts
5:29) to narrow the kind of government against whom resistance means resistance toward
God.  These two arguments provide the door out of an absolute, universal reading of Rom
13:1-7. 
F. The Golden Age of the Fourth and Early Fifth-Century
By April  313  C.E.,  Constantine  and Licinius,  the two rulers of the entire  Roman
world, published the so-called Edict of Milan which contained their new religious policy
of  complete  tolerance  for  every  kind  of  cult  that  might  be  practiced  within  their
territory.55  As far as Christianity is concerned, this was a landmark since it meant the
recognition  of  the  Christian  church  as  a  religio  licita,  hence,  the  formal  end  to  the
persecution  of  Christians  in  Constantine’s  domains,  and the  restitution  of  previously
confiscated  Christian  properties.56  Constantine  elevated  “Christianity  to  a  privileged
position among the religions of the Roman empire.”57  After Constantine, except for the
brief reign of Julian (361-363), all succeeding emperors were Christians.  Things have
changed  for  both  the  empire  and  the  church  from  the  fourth  century  onwards.   A
Christianizing empire entails an alliance between empire and church – a relationship that
was not without risks.  K. M. Setton has accurately described the situation: “With the
Christianization of the Empire, however, and the growing power of the universal Church
the question arose whether the Church was in the State or the State was in the Church.” 58
But what about when emperors intrude directly in the internal affairs of the church, as it
happened  with  some  of  Constantine’s  successors?59  Can  she  just  condescend  to  the
rulers’ whims?  Is the Christian religion merely a department of the state?  How would
they interpret  Paul’s  exhortation  in  Rom 13 given their  particular  situation?   As the
imperial authorities in the late fourth century became more and more connected with the
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false doctrine of Arianism, the Western church saw herself slowly separating from these
rulers as she became more conscious of her autonomy. This consciousness of autonomy
would lead her “to confront the emperor with her demands even when he was a ‘good’
emperor,  and to  subject  him and his  office  to  the demands of the Christian  message
instead of placing herself at his disposal and obeying his order.”60  These are the concerns
of the Fathers during this period of church-state alliance as the church redefines her role
in the socio-political sphere.
Basil the Great.  A fine example of the close bond between the  imperium  and the
sacerdotium in the Eastern Church is in the person of Basil the Great (ca. 330-379 C.E.),
one of the three great Cappadocian Fathers.  Commenting on Rom 13: 3-4, Basil stresses
on the two functions of the government and its rulers, namely the power to punish and the
power to foster the common welfare of society.61  It is clear to Basil that the divinely-
ordained imperium is not merely confined to its punitive function, but also necessary for
the attainment of the society’s common good.  In Basil we find a view of civil authority
that is prelapsarian, i.e., the authority and power of the imperium is necessary for society
regardless of original sin.62  
Epiphanius  of  Salamis.   The  Greek  bishop  Epiphanius  (315-403  C.E.)  shares
Basil’s conviction of the ordering function of civil authority for the sake of the common
good.  In his principal work Panarion (40.6), Epiphanius states: “And authorities exist for
this reason, the good ordering and disposition of all God’s creatures in an orderly system
for the governance of the world.”63  Quoting freely Rom 13:1-4 in  Panarion (40.4), he
deduces that civil authorities are ordained by God, “for the sake of the good” (uJpe;r
tou`  ajgaqou` ) and “for the sake of the truth” (uJpe;r th ~` ajlhqeiva~ ).64  
John Chrysostom.   He was appointed  to  the  special  duty of  preaching in  the
principal church of the city of Antioch from 386-397 C.E.  He loved so much the letters of
Paul that he wrote a complete collection of homilies on them.  Of the 32 homilies he
wrote on Romans, Homily 23 is a commentary primarily devoted to Rom 13:1-7.  It is a
compact treaty on Christian political thought – on the origin, nature and properties of
authority.  According to Chrysostom, the exhortation to be subject to civil authority in
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Rom 13:1 includes even ecclesiastical authorities (priests and monks),  not merely the
laity.  Pa s`a yuchv (“every soul”) exempts no one from Paul’s exhortation.  In the same
homily, Chrysostom elevates the submission of citizens to civil authority to the level of a
religious duty.  Submission to civil authority is something not paid to any human being,
but to God who framed these laws.65  Authority is natural and submission universal (e.g.,
relationships of man and wife, father and son, old and young, free and slaves, master and
disciple).  Anarchy of all sorts is evil and cause of confusion.  While his esteem of civil
authorities is remarkable, when provoked he insists on the superiority of ecclesiastical
powers over civil authority.66  When Empress Eudoxia opposed him, Chrysostom stood
his ground and refused to compromise.  Chrysostom is in consonance with other patristic
writers in teaching that secular authority is the result of sin; it is because of our depravity.
As to the historical background of Rom 13:1-7, he conjectures that the text was intended
to refute the charge of fostering revolutionary activities, a conjecture that is without any
historical backing.67
Ambrose.  An  important  figure  in  the  history  of  the  evolution  of  imperium-
sacerdotium relations in the Western Church is Ambrose, Bishop of Milan (333-397 C.E.).
It  was  he  who  courageously  challenged  the  Christian  emperor  Theodosius  when  he
thought  that  the  latter  behaved  unjustly  and  unbecomingly  of  his  authority  by
excommunicating him until he did public penance.68  Ambrose regards the imperium and
sacerdotium as two independent authorities, each autonomous within its own sphere, but
both  must  collaborate.   Drawing inspiration  from Rom 13,  Ambrose  affirms  that  no
power is intrinsically evil but what is evil is ambition and abuse (“non ergo potestas male,
sed ambitio”).  The ruler is only truly Dei minister if he makes proper use of his power.
Ambrose insists on the complete immunity of the church from imperial interference in
ecclesiastical  and  religious  matters.69 “Priestly  power  and  secular  authority  might  be
parallel,  but  parallels  never  meet.  Of  the  [two]  swords,  the  ecclesiastical  was  the
sharper.”70  The emperor is a son of the church and must submit to the authority of the
church: “Imperator enim intra Ecclesiam, non supra Ecclesiam est.”71  
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Ambrosiaster.72  He was an early exponent of the divine rights of kings.  It was he
who coined the maxim: “Dei enim imaginem habet rex, sicut et episcopus Christi.”73  The
king is some sort of an “imago dei”, while the bishop typifies God the Son.  In another
passage he speaks of the king as  vicarius dei  (“vicar of God”) – a concept that will be
repeated in the Middle Ages.  By placing the king next to God, he deserves adoratio in
terris, a privilege which no other official on earth shares.  Ambrosiaster considers the
king to be above the law.74  He sees the obligation to obey rulers in Rom 13:1 as “the law
of heavenly justice.”  Explaining v. 3, Ambrosiaster asserts that even pagan rulers must
be obeyed since God also appoints them and they enforce God’s order.75
Jerome. Quoting Rom 13:1 in his  Commentary on the Epistle to Titus, Jerome
explains  the  historical  setting  of  Paul’s  insistence  on  civil  obedience.   According  to
Jerome, what provoked Paul was to warn against the Christian Judaizers who were still
expecting  the  overthrow  of  Rome  and  the  establishment  of  the  temporal  messianic
kingdom.76  Paul feared that Judas Galilaeus and his teachings had still followers among
some Christians.  These Christians refused obedience to civil authorities and, moreover,
were rebellious toward Rome, the seat of the empire.77  In this same commentary, Jerome
explains that the Greek word  ajrcaiv  (as found in Tit 3:1) means principalities rather
than princes, hence, this refers to the power itself, not the persons who are in power. 78
Like Chrysostom and Ambrosiaster, Jerome differentiates between the “power” and the
“ruler”. 
Pelagius.   An interesting  feature  of  Pelagius’  commentary  on  Romans  is  the
presence of alternative interpretations besides the commonly accepted one.  Thus, his
alternative  interpretation  of  the “powers  that  be”  in  Rom 13:1 includes  ecclesiastical
authorities: “Possunt sublimiores potestates ecclesiasticae dignitates intellegi.”79  In v. 4
Pelagius asserts that priests bear a spiritual sword “as when Peter struck down Ananias
and Paul, the sorcerer” (cf. Acts 5:1-6; 13:4-12).80  He is the only patristic writer who
extends the Pauline demand of paying taxes in Rom 13:7 to almsgiving.81  Like Jerome,
Pelagius also identifies the historical context of Rom 13:1-7 as being addressed to certain
Christians  who  had  misinterpreted  their  Christian  freedom  as  license  to  ignore  the
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authorities  or  not  to  pay taxes.82  The apostle’s  intention  was to  correct  their  wrong
attitude and to humble down their pride.  In Pelagius’ mind this attitude is dangerous
because it reflects badly on Christ.   The haughtiness of these Christians may lead the
pagan public to believe that Christ taught his disciples to be proud.  In short, Pelagius
seems to be “concerned more about the misconceptions that an antinomian attitude in
Christians will convey about Christ than about disruption to orderly society.”83
Augustine.  As a prolific and persuasive writer, Augustine’s thought dominated
the philosophy, theology, and ethics of the Middle Ages.84  Emperors and popes would
appeal  to  his  political  thought  “for support  in  their  age-long contest  for the supreme
power: the former to vindicate their  independence in secular affairs,  and the latter  to
prove their lordship over all other earthly potentates, whether temporal or spiritual.”85 
While Augustine’s political thought is no longer merely an exegesis of Rom 13,
as Parsons observes, still that passage exercises a profound influence.86  His writings (like
De civitate  Dei,  Letters,  Sermons,  Retractions,  and  Anti-Donatist  Writings)  frequently
cited Rom 13 when speaking about the legitimation of the authority of civil rulers over
Christians.87  He likewise employed that Pauline text to remind Christian political rulers
of  their  religious  obligation  to  govern  justly.88  From  his  Expositio  quarundam
propositionum ex epistula ad Romanos (Sections 72-74), which he wrote around the time
he  became  a  bishop  (ca.  394-395  C.E.),  one  finds  a  commentary  on  Rom  13.89
Commenting on v. 1 Augustine states that Paul was perfectly right when he warned the
Christians
lest anyone, because his Lord has called him to liberty and made him
a Christian, be exalted by pride.  And let him not suppose that in this
life’s journey he should not keep his place, nor let him suppose he
ought not be subordinate to those higher authorities who, for the time
being, may govern temporal things.90
Submission  to  temporal  powers signifies  a  kind of humility  – a recognition  of  one’s
partiality  and  finitude.   Subsequently,  anarchy  is  never  an  option  for  Christians.91
Augustine maintains that Christians err greatly when they think that they do not need to
pay  taxes  or  tribute,  nor  to  show  respect  due  to  those  authorities  which  look  after
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temporal  life:  “Si  quis  ergo  putat,  quoniam  christianus  est,  non  sibi  esse  vectigal
reddendum aut tributum aut non esse exhibendum honorem debitum eis, qui haec curant
potestatibus, in magno errore versatur.”92  Conversely,  Christians commit greater error
when  they  surrender  their  faith  on  the  pretext  of  submission  to  higher  authorities
administering  temporal  affairs.93  In  this  regard,  Augustine  soundly  prescribes  the
dominical saying: “Give therefore to the emperor the things that are the emperor’s, and to
God’s  the  things  that  are  God’s”  (Matt  22:21).   While  never  losing  sight  of  the
Christian’s final destination, a kingdom where temporal authority is no longer necessary,
Augustine, nevertheless, exhorts the Christians to endure the present condition for the
sake of daily social order.94  In this same commentary on Rom 13, Augustine likewise
implies that subordination to higher authorities belongs to the very nature of humans:
For we are both soul and body [anima et corpora], and however long
we exist in this temporal life, we use temporal things to support it.
Thus it behooves us in our temporal, physical aspect to be subject to
the authorities, that is, to the men who administer human affairs in
some office.95
In fact, these words furnished the Middle Ages the foundation of the concept of human
unity: the human person is a composite being of body and soul.96
At  one  time,  Augustine  quoting  Rom 13:1  from memory  wrote  ordo  (order)
instead of potestas (authority): “All order is of God” (Omnis ordo a Deo est).  Years later
when he corrected himself,  Augustine argued that although he had misquoted the text
there was truth in it.97  For the text would mean something like, “All that is, is ordered by
God”.  The original slip clearly reveals his understanding of political authority, i.e., the
idea of order.  Potestas, which comes from God, is subject to his ordering. In Augustine’s
mind, ‘order’ (ordo) is “that which if we follow it in our lives, will lead us to God.”98 The
ordering of a complex society, like the state, towards the common good of earthly peace
can be effective only through the exercise of authority.
Augustine’s predecessors usually have recourse to the words of Peter, “We must
obey God rather than man” (Acts 5: 29), in order to exempt anybody from submitting to
unjust  and sinful  commands.   For  him,  however,  faith  and morals  are not  subject  to
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secular government, as the soul is not subject to the body.  He states: “But concerning our
spiritual selves, by which we believe in God and are called into his kingdom, we should
not  submit  to  any man desiring  to  destroy that  very thing in  us  through which  God
deigned to give eternal life.”99  Subjection to civil rulers involves only the “necessaries of
this life.”100  Civil rulers must not interfere with human’s spiritual allegiance, for God’s
and Caesar’s  are distinct  –  an assertion  we already saw in Ambrose.   In  one of  his
sermons, after citing Rom 13:1-2, Augustine deals with the problem, “what if the ruler
commands what one ought not to do?”  His answer is plain and simple: “Do not obey evil
commands!”, “Despise the power”!101  He warns that the civil ruler may threaten one with
prison, but God threatens with hell.
A God-impregnated state is Augustine’s ideal.  Since the ruler is also a minister of
God (Rom 13:4), Augustine holds that the king has the duty to forward the interests of
the true religion, a thought which was taken seriously in the Middle Ages as exemplified
in the history of Charlemagne.  In his Letter 93, Augustine exclaims, “Let the kings of the
earth serve Christ  even by making laws in behalf  of God.”102  In that  same letter  he
appealed to Rom 13:1-3 as a biblical warrant justifying the state’s use of compulsion to
make people good.  Thus, for instance, he claims: “But the Donatists are much too active
and it seems to me it would be advisable for them to be restrained and corrected by the
powers established by God.”103
To sum up: Augustine has appealed to Rom 13 in many of his writings to explain
the origin, nature, purpose, and even limits of political authority.  At the same time, he
has used the text as an exegetical warrant to justify the government’s prosecution of the
church’s enemies.  While there are those authors who emphasize that for Augustine civil
authority had been brought into existence by the sinful condition of humankind, that is, as
the necessary result of Adam’s fall and of humanity’s consequent propensity toward sin,
there  are also others  who argue for  the “naturalness”  of  the state.   This implies  that
political rule would have been present even if humanity had never sinned.  Augustine
holds that Christians owe the state full cooperation and subjection.  The state takes care
of  the  bodily  aspects  of  human  life.   It  must  not,  however,  interfere  with  human’s
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spiritual allegiance.104  When the temporal ruler contravenes a Divine command, then it
ceases its legitimate authority to be obeyed.  Disobedience in that case becomes a duty.
Summary and Conclusion
By way of conclusion, we draw the following summarizing statements based on
the  Wirkungsgeschichte  of  Paul’s  exhortation  in  Rom  13:1-7  during  the  period  of
Christian Antiquity.
1. The seeming allusions or references to this passage by the Apostolic Fathers are
difficult to establish since they may well derive from oral tradition rather than witness to
the  written  text.   The  Apologists  employed  this  passage  as  a  valuable  apologetic
argument to demonstrate the loyalty of Christians to the Roman empire.   Theophilus’
citation of Rom 13:7 seems to be the oldest extant reference to the exhortation.  Irenaeus
was the first patristic writer to clearly cite the whole passage.  Origen, however, was the
first commentator of Rom 13:1-7.
2. There is no doubt that the patristic writers understood Rom 13:1-7 politically
and even expounded it.  They appealed to the text when speaking about the origin, nature,
and  extent  of  political  authority  and  subjection.  Except  for  Pelagius  who  offers  an
alternative interpretation, the Fathers interpreted  ejxousiva /  potestas in Rom 13 as the
earthly,  civil  authorities.   As  to  the  origin  of  civil  authority,  the  patristic  writers,
following Rom 13, maintain that government is a divine institution.  Thus, “Caesar” is a
minister  of God, because his power comes from God.  The “Caesar” has a claim on
people’s conscience.  Christian liberty does not exempt anyone from subordination, not
even ecclesiastical authorities.
3.  The  patristic  writers  developed  different  attitudes  towards  civil  authority.
There  were  those  who  taught  that  the  necessity  of  civil  authority  and  institutional
subjection was the result of sin (e.g., Irenaeus, John Chrysostom).  It was made necessary
because humans departed from God, hated their fellowmen, and fell into confusion and
disorder.   Thus,  law  and  government  were  regarded  as  coercive  restraints  over  evil
passions.  The implication is that if humanity had not sinned, there would have been no
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political rule.  But there were those, especially represented by Eastern Fathers Basil and
Epiphanius,  who attributed the origin of the state as a natural consequence of human
nature  itself,  and  not  merely  to  sin.  Common  good  requires  the  establishment  of  a
directive or “ordering” power of the imperium for the sake of peace and harmony among
the people.  Accordingly, the political obligation to submit to civil authority is grounded
in the law of God and nature.
4. Aware that the rulers may abuse the authority instituted by God, the patristic
writers in their interpretation of potestas in Rom 13:1 have always distinguished between
the power (‘government’)  and the ruler (‘governor’).   The former is of divine origin,
while the latter human.  Paul’s exhortation, in the mind of the Fathers, is speaking of
authority in general, and not of individual rulers.  Authority is not intrinsically evil; it is
rather the abuse of power that is reprehensible (e.g., Ambrose).  The king shall derive his
name from right acting.  The good ruler is the imago dei and vicarius dei, placed second
to God without any rival on earth (Tertullian and Ambrosiaster).  Laws do not bind him,
though still subject to the divine laws.
5.  The  patristic  writers  condemned  all  kinds  of  armed  attacks,  rebellion,
usurpation against the sovereign, even if such a ruler is evil (e.g., Irenaeus, Ambrose,
John Chrysostom, Augustine).  Yet, political authority and subjection was not without
limits.  Because of the apparent absolute, unconditional tone of Rom 13:1-7, some of the
Fathers created a kind of exegetical space to narrow down the passage by appealing and
relating it to other NT texts (e.g., Matt 22: 21; Acts 5: 29; 1 Pet 2: 13-17).  Even under
threat of martyrdom, the Fathers never conceded to the divinization of the emperor.  In
fact, passive resistance leading to martyrdom was seen as a duty, for it is God who must
be obeyed rather than humans.  They honored the emperor, but they feared God alone.
6. While recognizing that the Church and State are two independent authorities,
each autonomous in its own sphere, Ambrose was the first Church Father who ever dared
to intervene decisively in temporal affairs in order “to insist that the public acts of the
Emperor or of the government should conform to the canons approved by the Christian
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reason and conscience.”105  The Church exercises jurisdiction over all Christian people,
even over the chief of state.
7. Lastly, the period of Antiquity witnessed a shift from a non-Christian setting in
the first three centuries, that is occasionally hostile toward Christians, to a Christianizing
empire  in  the  fourth  century,  and  then  finally  to  a  Christianized  empire  in  the  fifth
century. Yet in spite of these shifting contexts there is a continuity of teaching among
patristic writers on the Pauline exhortation to be subject to the civil  powers that God
allows to rule,  with a  caveat,  i.e., provided they do not contradict  divine commands.
Christians are the emperor’s subjects, but they are first and foremost God’s.
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